ENERGIZING DAY CREAM
boosting skin cell activity

- by working at the cellular level, this moisturising and refreshing oxygen care regenerates the skin from inside out! Its bioactive FIFLOW BB61 technology improves oxygen supply to the skin, stimulates its detoxification and instantly invigorates the metabolic activity of skin cells. This not only improves the skin’s appearance but also benefits its overall function and structure. The skin regains a healthier and much more rested look, is visibly rejuvenated, and its ageing is decelerated.*

50 ml

ENERGIZING NIGHT CREAM
revitalizing skin cells overnight

- nourishing and regenerative oxygen care that revitalizes your skin cells as you sleep! Owing to a revolutionary system of atmospheric oxygen transport, FIFLOW BB61 increases skin oxygenation, which in turn steps up the creation of new, healthy skin cells and revitalizes all the natural functions of existing cells. The result: a radiant complexion which reflects the improved overall function of the skin at the cellular level with its visibly more vital and youthful appearance!* 

50 ml

*For dry to normal skin, treat the skin with Vita Derma Anti-Stress Serum / Vita Derma Multi-Active Anti-Age Fluid / Gold 24 Ka Luxury Anti-Age Elixir (select according to current skin condition) before applying the cream.

Let your skin breathe again!

PURE OXYGEN
With FIFLOW BB61, a revolutionary technology that harnesses the POWER OF PURE OXYGEN!
THE POWER OF PURE OXYGEN to make the skin «breathe» again

Lightness, freshness and a sense of the skin breathing... All this and more with the new generation of PURE OXYGEN active professional cosmetics!

This innovation combines cosmetology and pharmaceuticals, using Fiflow BB61 ground-breaking technology to considerably improve oxygen supply to the skin and stimulate its detoxification, which promotes all the skin’s natural functions. Working at the cellular level, not only does it influence the skin’s appearance, but also its functioning. Owing to its “second skin” effect, the skin looks reborn after use: rosy, supple, rested and visibly rejuvenated.

It provides a perpetual source of oxygen for all types of skin on the face, neck and décolletage, and is especially recommended for tired and puffy skin; skin of smokers; skin exposed to a polluted urban environment, and skin subject to premature ageing.

All PURE OXYGEN products are FREE from parabens, paraffin and BHT, which makes them suitable for sensitive skin, too.

DID YOU KNOW?

During the course of the natural aging process, oxygen supply to the skin falls dramatically:
• at the age of 30 by approx. 25 %
• at the age of 50 by as much as 50 %

Solution: combined use of PURE OXYGEN products, which considerably increases skin oxygenation!

OXYGENATION ACTIVATOR
stimulating skin metabolism

- a unique concept: intensive skin cell oxygenation! It is based on Fiflow BB61, an advanced, highly functional technology that creates numerous tiny bubbles on the skin’s surface, binding oxygen from the air and releasing it into skin. This improves oxygen supply to the skin, stimulating its metabolism. As a result, the skin can “breathe” again and shine with a fresh and visibly rejuvenated look.

Use: massage the activator (approx. 20 drops) into cleansed and generously toned skin, in the morning and evening. Finish the treatment with the selected skin care cream. We recommend a 1-month course of treatment, to be repeated 5-6 times a year.

30 ml

(+ X O) AMPOULES
intense revitalizing care

- an inexhaustible source of oxygen which has a “fuelling” effect on skin cells and vitalises all the skin’s physiological functions.

They work on the basis of the innovative Fiflow BB61 oxygen binding and release mechanism which increases skin oxygenation. The improved oxygen supply stimulates skin cell respiration, visibly firms the skin and restores its natural freshness and colour.

Use: apply the ampoule in the morning and evening as a base for the selected skin care cream (one ampoule gives two applications). We recommend a 5-day course of therapy to be repeated at least 3 times a year.

5 x 1,5 ml